
 

 

 

 

 
 

Lemanik Insights  

Rising risk premium on call probabilities:  

is it a risk or an investment opportunity?  

- 10th June 2022 - 

Recently there has been a lot more focus on the resets of upcoming calls both 

in financials subordinated and corporate hybrids given the current levels of interest rates and 

widening spreads. 

We, therefore, ask a deep insights to Alessandro Cameroni, portfolio manager of the two funds of 

Lemanik that respectively focus on financial subordinated bonds and on European credit with Xover 

target (Lemanik SICAV – Selected Bond and Lemanik SICAV – European Flexible Bond). Alessandro 

presents 30 years of experience within financial markets, with a special and strong focus on bond 

markets, in particular in dealing with financial entities’ issues: 7 years spent within the proprietary 

trading of a primary Italian bank, 3 years in dealing with the portfolio management for an Institutional 

client. He has been working for 20 years now within the fund management industry. 

Alessandro, is it a manageable risk or does it represent an attractive investment opportunity.? 

Until recently, extension risk on financials and corporates subordinated has been considered by 

European markets a low probability event. In the last two months market risk perception shifted 

significantly due to rising rates and spread widening, impacting call risk premium levels. Some more 

fears then added after the recent extension of a financial T2 and the wave of selling that has hit real 

estate hybrids most exposed to a stagflationary scenario. 

 

Is it true that it is a complex world to assess the level of opportunity that this type of risk can offer? 

This is a type of risk that should be handled with high caution due to the multiple angles of 

interpretation. There is often a tendency to overweight the “cheapness” of an extension, that seems 

to be the most pragmatic way to calculates this risk, but that it is not the main driver to quote it; for 

us qualitative issues are indeed more relevant. However, complexities, both quantitative and 

qualitative, are welcome because are both a source of interesting alpha, that provide a very 

interesting rewards on high quality issuers. 

 

Without going deeply into the technical aspects, can we delve into the evaluation guidelines of each 

subordinated markets to better understand the level of opportunity? 

Of course, let's start with corporates Hybrid that already survived some market stress in the past years. 

Fixed income weakness brought back extension risk to the fore, which actually rarely occurs because 

of S&P's stringent methodology that recognizes 50% equity value to these issues, that is the true value 

for an issuer. Spreads widening brought market to price more an extension across the board, actually 

ignoring that these instruments are involved in long-term corporate strategies; this is the main reason 

why attractive opportunities are generating, rewarded by appealing yields from high quality issuers. 

To valuate a call event cheapness is marginal compared to equity and reputational preservation. A 

missed call also turns the issue into an expensive senior, complicates market access for the issuer and 

deteriorates S&P's credit profile. A recurring issuer is therefore unlikely to default unless it is 

experiencing downgraded pressure; in the past, only a few marginal and problematic issuers did not 

called. Moreover, in times of stress, a refinancing with hybrids is usually more cost-effective than a 

capital increase to strengthen the financial structure. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Can you provide some examples? 

Please take note that on Hybrid each issuer has its own story and does not produce reflections on 

others. A special case is Lufthansa, which has stopped coupons payment because of the state aid 

it got; but coupons were only suspended, are cumulative and will be all repaid before maturity. 

Another one is the markets' axe that fell on real estate because of the cyclicality and high leverage, 

but need to consider that these are recurring issuers, with high rating levels and very long investment 

strategies. Recent market excesses prompted CPI Property a few days ago to reassure markets, 

reiterating the importance of their hybrid structure, of which it has four issues, reconfirming well in 

advance its intention to refinance them despite the first call being in '25! 

One more confirmation on how low has to be weight cheapness, has been the refinancing in January 

from Bayer around 200bps above the reset of the called securities. However, it should not be ruled 

out that excessive refinancing costs could force an issuer to extend by waiving the equity component 

on the single issue; so far this has never happened, while we recall a glaring mistake by Enel, which 

simply "forgot" a call, leaving on the market a senior that had a fantastic rally in the following sessions. 

 

On financials T2 there has been recently a missed call, can you explain your thoughts on this? 

Deutsche PBB's failure to call on T2, preceded a few weeks ago by Garanti's, brings back memories 

to DB's '08 stigma. A failure to call always raises questions, but in this specific case we are talking 

about a marginal issuer involved on German real estate, which unsuccessfully probed market a few 

days earlier. The "contagion" effect is limited in our view to specific cases, given that the efficiency 

of an extension is not high even with the new regulations as well as reputational issue is still important 

in Europe. We believe that extension risk is still negligible and the approach of recurring issuers has no 

reason to be affected, even on low resets, especially at a stage when significant resources are 

devoted to buybacks. To confirm how Europe environment works, despite volatility Erste issued just 

after the missed call. Should uncertainties in the rate environment increase, some mid banks target 

more bullets on primary. 

 

If I guess your thinking correctly, on Additional Tier1 (AT1) uncertainties are higher. Is it correct? 

Although European investors are very "fond" of calls, undoubtedly we are talking about bonds with 

perpetuity features, subject to regulation by Financial Authorities. 

Although the track record is favorable again this year, confirmed by some 15 consecutive calls, the 

risk premium on call always tends to stay high and, like in these days, sometimes very high becoming 

a source of excellent carry too. The next issues under scrutiny are Sabadell in September, Raiffeisen 

in December and UBS in January '23, interestingly all market friendly issuers. 

Please take note that even after significant widening of the risk premium, this is a recurring event that, 

although influenced by pressure on spreads, relates mostly to technical aspects which have little to 

do with issuer fundamentals. We remain of the view, however, that the new coupon reset is a key 

element of valuation, not least because of bond volatility, so it is more than half a year that we 

suggest positioning long on high reset. Some other features allow a clearer reading of issuers' 

intentions, such as the frequency of calls (quarterly for Sabadell, for example) and a six-months daily 

call window. Lastly most of low resets have maturities of more than five years, so this is not a short-

term theme anyway. 

At market level, careful and selected positioning allows to extract excess risk premium on the 

extension, minimizing its technical risks or receiving very high future coupons as compensation of a 

missed call. Despite reputational almost always prevailed over cheapness, as confirmed by the 

Swedish SEB issue at the end of the May, and some AT1 design "flaws" as revealed in the March '20 

crisis that cast some doubt on perpetuity with the current framework, we believe it is best to invest at 

this stage most with an excess of caution on resets. 

 

 

Alessandro Cameroni 


